We previously reported optical true-time delay devices, based on the White cell, to support phased-array radars. In particular, we demonstrated a quadratic device, in which the number of delays obtainable was proportional to the square of the number of times the light beam bounced in the cell. Here we consider the possibilities when a microelectromechanical ͑MEM͒ tip͞tilt mirror array with multiple stable states is used. We present and compare designs for quadratic, quartic, and octic cells using MEM mirror arrays with two, three, and five micro-mirror tilt angles. An octic cell with a three-state MEM can produce 6,339 different delays in just 17 bounces.
Introduction
This work was motivated by the desire to provide true-time delays ͑TTD͒s for phased-array radars. Phased arrays possess many antenna elements, whose individual beams combine to produce a single, well-shaped and highly directional radar beam. By varying the timing of the arrival of the rf signals at the elements, the radar beam can be steered electronically. 1 In optical TTD, the rf signals are modulated onto light beams, and then the light beams are delayed for varying amounts of time. Many examples exist in the literature. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The term true time distinguishes this approach from simpler techniques that use only phase shifters. Phase shifting, however, works well only near a single frequency and produces beam squint in broadband antennas. 1 Producing optical delays has other uses, as well. For example, by using an optical tapped delay line, one can produce a pulse stream from a single laser pulse, 10, 11 or compress or decompress a data rate. 10 Tapped delay lines can be used in optical computing. 12, 13 By adding appropriate weights at each tap, one can produce a transversal adaptive filter. 10,14 -16 Using such a filter in an optical correlator͞decorrela-tor, one can provide an implementation for encoding and decoding addresses in optical code division multiplexing. 17 Our approach to optical TTD is a free-space device based on the White cell. Our White-cell-based TTD designs can be generally divided into two classes. One is a class of polynomial cells in which the number of delays N is proportional to some power of the number of bounces m a light beam makes off the microelectromechanical ͑MEM͒ mirror arrays. For example, a quadratic cell would provide N ϰ m 2 . 18, 19 The other is a class of exponential cells in which the number of delays is proportional to some number raised to the power of the number of bounces. An example is a binary cell, in which N ϰ 2 m ͑we intend to report on this separately͒. Most previous work in optical TTD produces devices that are binary in the number of times the beam is optically switched, for example. 9, 20, 21 Polynomial approaches are usually 22, 23 but not always 24 linear ͑the number of delays is proportional to the number of switches or sources͒.
We built and demonstrated a quadratic TTD device based on the White cell and using a liquid-crystal spatial light modulator ͑SLM͒. 25 The number of delays produced was proportional to m 2 , where m is the number of bounces. We built and demonstrated a linear cell ͑the simplest of the polynomial cells͒ that used a two-state MEM, specifically the Texas Instruments ͑TI͒ digital micromirror device ͑DMD͒. This TI device produced a number of delays that was directly proportional to the number of bounces.
Here our intention is to explore higher-order polynomial TTD devices. We start with a quadratic cell based on a two-state MEM like the TI DMD. We then extend our ideas to hypothetical MEM mirror arrays having three or more stable states. These are termed digital in the sense that the number of MEM states is finite and discrete. The micromirrors of analog MEM mirror arrays, however, can tilt to any arbitrary angle within some range. These provide in theory an unlimited number of states and thus a TTD cell of very-high capability. We show that in practice such a capable but complex MEM is probably not needed for polynomial TTDs.
We begin by reviewing the quadratic cell briefly in Section 2, and in the process summarize the operation of a White cell and the significance of the spot patterns. In Section 3 we propose a quartic cell in which the number of delays is proportional to m 4 . This design uses a MEM with three stable states. In Section 4 we investigate even higher-order designs based on MEM mirror arrays having more than two stable states. We provide some discussion and conclusions in Section 5.
Quadratic Cell with Two-State Microelectromechanical Mirror Arrays and Multiple White Cells
Our optical TTD devices are all based on the White cell, a system of three spherical mirrors of identical radii of curvature. 26 Figure 1͑a͒ shows that a beam is introduced into the cell, by way of a spot on an input turning mirror, and bounces back and forth between the mirrors. The light is reflected to a new spot on each bounce. A pattern of spots forms on one of the mirrors ͑the field mirror͒, and the locations of the spots for a given light beam are determined by the alignment of the other two mirrors ͑A and B͒. Only the first couple of bounces are shown, but eventually the spots will cease to fall on the mirror on the left Fig. 1 . ͑a͒ Original White cell. Beams bounce multiple times between a set of three spherical mirrors, tracing out a pattern of spots on the left-hand-side mirror. ͑b͒ Quadratic optical TTD device with a MEM in place of the left-hand-side White-cell mirror. White cells have been set up along two axes, one at Ϫ and one at ϩ3, where the MEM here is assumed to have two stable states, tipping to plus or minus .
and be directed out of the cell by an output turning mirror.
We described how to adapt the White cell to TTD in some detail previously, 27 so here we present only a short review. First, we replace the mirror on the left of Fig. 1͑a͒ with a reflecting spatial light modulator ͑SLM͒ and a lens. This SLM͞lens combination reproduces the reflecting and focusing function of the original spherical mirror. Let us take the SLM to be a MEM device with tilting micromirrors, and let us assume the mirror can tip to one of two stable positions at Ϯ with respect to the MEM normal. An example of such a device would be the TI DMD. Figure 1͑b͒ shows that because the MEM has two stable states, we can construct White cells in two directions. Thus there are two field lenses f 1 and f 2 in front of the MEM. On an axis at Ϫ to the normal to the MEM plane, mirrors A and B form a White cell with the MEM and lens f 1 . That is, if the micromirrors are all tipped to Ϫ, then light coming from A will form a spot on the MEM, and be directed to B, and light coming from B will be similarly returned to A. A spot pattern will form on the MEM with each spot striking a different pixel.
If, however, light coming from A forms a spot on a pixel that is being tilted to ϩ, the light is reflected in a direction at ϩ3 with respect to the MEM plane normal. We place two more spherical mirrors along this axis. For example, light coming from A in this case goes to mirror C and from C back to A. Thus A and C form a White cell with the MEM. Mirror C, however, is placed at a slightly greater distance from the MEM ͑thus f 1 f 2 ͒, which introduces a time delay for a beam sent to C. If we call our minimum timedelay increment ⌬, then the distance to C is ⌬c͞2 further from the MEM than mirror A.
Similarly, if light is coming from mirror B, and the micromirror is tipped to ϩ, then the light will go to D. Thus B and D also form a White cell. We choose mirror D to be further from the MEM by a distance ͑m͞4 ϩ 1͒⌬c͞2, as discussed later. Extra lenses are added to the arm containing mirror D to fulfill the imaging requirements of the White cell.
The connectivity diagram in Fig. 1͑b͒ shows the possible transitions by use of this MEM device.
Let us next examine the spot pattern that forms on the MEM. A beam is input into the cell as a spot formed on the input turning mirror. Suppose the input turning mirror is tipped so that the light is directed to mirror B. Mirror B reflects the input spot onto the MEM, the image forming at spot No. 1. This construction is shown in Fig. 2 . The position of this spot is determined by the location of the center of the curvature of mirror B ͑or more accurately, the location of the image of the center of curvature of mirror B ͓CC͑B͔͒ on the MEM plane͒. Let us assume the micromirror at that pixel is tipped to Ϫ. Light is therefore reflected back into the AB White cell.
If the field lens f 1 and the MEM are considered as jointly replacing a spherical mirror, then the effective center of curvature of this mirror ͓CC͑MEM͔͒ is placed between mirrors A and B when the pixels are tipped to Ϫ. Thus the light from mirror B is reflected onto mirror A. This is a key feature of the White cell. Because the spots on the MEM will be small, the beams will diverge significantly. That does not matter, however, because the diverging beam will still fit onto mirror B, and that light will reappear at mirror A. Thus there are no diffraction losses.
Let us return to the progression of spots. So far we had light entering by way of the input turning mirror, going to mirror B, forming a new spot and then diverging on its way to mirror A. Now, mirror A treats spot No. 1 as an object, and refocuses the beam to a new image on the MEM, at spot No. 2, located at an equal and opposite distance on the opposite side of mirror A's center of curvature. Spot 2 is an object for mirror B, which reflects it again to the next location on the MEM. The spot process continues, producing a set of spots on the MEM as shown in Fig. 2 . Even-numbered bounces form a column going upward on one side of the MEM and the oddnumbered spots form a second column, progressing downward. The spacing between the spots is determined entirely by the alignment of the centers of curvature of the two mirrors A and B.
Next, suppose that on the second bounce the MEM pixel is tipped to ϩ instead of Ϫ. Then light arriving at that pixel from mirror A is sent to mirror C instead of B. Mirror C is placed slightly farther from the MEM than A and B, so that light going there takes some time ⌬ longer to return to the MEM. Mirror C is aligned in such a way that its center of curvature CC͑C͒ is co-located with CC͑B͒, so that whether the light goes to B or to C, it is reflected to the next spot in the same place ͑spot 2 in this case͒; only the propagation time is different. When the light returns from mirror C, the next pixel ͑the second bounce͒ must also be sent to ϩ to return the beam to the AB White cell.
Similarly, if light is coming from mirror B, and the MEM pixel is tipped to ϩ, the beam will go to mirror D. Mirror D is placed some distance further from the MEM to produce a longer time delay. The ͑im- age of the͒ center of curvature of mirror D is coaligned with that of mirror A on the MEM. Thus the input beam in Fig. 2 will trace out the same spot pattern regardless of how many times it is sent to A, B, C, or D.
We observe that light must always go from an upper mirror ͑A or D͒ to a lower mirror ͑B or C͒. Further, the total number of bounces a beam makes is fixed: determined by the locations of the centers of curvature of the spherical mirrors and the overall size of the MEM.
Let the number of bounces be m. The beam will travel to the upper mirrors m͞2 times and lower mirrors m͞2 times.
Suppose the beam is sent to A and B on every bounce. This is the shortest possible path through the White-cell device, and the beam must always travel at least this far, and thus always have at least this minimum delay. We call AB the null cell, and the delay incurred in it is in effect subtracted out.
Next, suppose the beam is sent to mirror C one time. It incurs an extra time delay of ⌬. If the beam is sent to C twice, it gets delayed by 2⌬ and so forth. The maximum number of times the beam can go to mirror C is m͞2 times for a net delay of ͑m͞2͒⌬.
Thus it would seem that we should choose mirror D to be placed so that the time to it ͑and back͒ is one time-delay increment greater than this maximum to obtain the next number in the sequence. This is, however, not the case. It is not possible for light to go directly from C to D, as shown in the connectivity diagram included in Fig. 1͑b͒ . That is because the MEM mirror has only two states: ϩ will return the light beam from mirror C to mirror A, and Ϫ will send the beam off in a direction not being used here ͑Ϫ5⌬͒. Stated another way, if the light goes to mirror C m͞2 times, there are no possibilities to travel to D at all. Every trip to C must be followed by a return to the AB White cell. This is different than the case for the liquid-crystal-based TTD cell in which the connectivity diagram is closed ͑transition from C directly to D is possible͒. 25 To obtain the maximum number of delays from the MEM-based device, we allow the beam to go to mirror C a maximum of m͞4 times, for a maximum delay of ͑m͞4͒⌬. We then place mirror D so that the time required to go to it and back is one time-increment longer than this maximum. Every trip to the D arm of the cell produces a net delay of ͑m͞4 ϩ 1͒⌬. Mirror D can also be traveled to up to m͞4 times.
The maximum net time delay T that can be produced in m bounces in this scheme is given by m͞4 trips to D and m͞4 trip to C:
where N is the number of delays obtainable and ⌬ is the basic time-delay increment. In effect we are counting in a base-͑m͞4͒ system. If we go to C i times and to D j times, then i is the digit in the one's place, and j the digit in the m͞4's place: the next significant digit.
We can actually make a slight improvement. It is possible to go to D one extra time and as a result travel to mirror C one time fewer than m͞4. This results in the maximum number of delays:
This device is quadratic, and can produce any integer as a multiple of delay increment ⌬ from 0 to N. It is quadratic in m͞4. In 16 bounces, it would produce 24 different time delays using Eq. ͑1͒, and 28 different time delays with Eq. ͑2͒. If the connectivity diagram of Fig. 1 were a closed loop, e.g., transitions from D directly to C were also allowed ͑as is the case in a quadratic cell using a liquid-crystal SLM, for example 18 ͒, then the device would be quadratic in m͞2 ͑e.g., 80 delays in 16 bounces͒. Typical phased-array radars required hundreds or even thousands of time delays, however, so a quadratic cell is not sufficient. In the next section we explore a quartic cell, which can produce more delays for the same number of bounces.
Quartic Cell with a Three-State Microelectromechanical Mirror Array

A. Design with One Transitional Bounce
Next, let us suppose the MEM micromirrors have three stable tilt angles. For the sake of the argument, let them be Ϫ, flat, and ϩ, as in devices reported recently. 28 Now we can add another pair of spherical White-cell mirrors E and F as shown in Fig.  3 . Mirrors A and B ͑the null cell͒ are placed above and below the normal to the MEM plane, D and C are placed above and below an axis oriented at ϩ2°to the MEM plane, and E and F are above and below an axis at Ϫ2°. All of the upper mirrors have their centers of curvature in one location, and all of the lower mirrors are co-aligned with their centers of curvature at another location.
Mirrors A and B form a null cell as before. In this arrangement, when the pixels are flat, light bounces back and forth in the AB White cell. Light returning from A can also be directed to mirror C ͑pixel at ϩ͒, or mirror F ͑pixel at Ϫ͒. Light returning from D can be sent next to B ͑ϩ͒, or to mirror F ͑pixel flat͒. The complete connectivity diagram is shown in Fig. 3 . What is significant in the connectivity diagram is that there are two closed loops rather than an open loop as in the quadratic cell. Thus one of the loops ͑e.g., A-C-E-B͒ can make a quadratic cell as in Section 2, but this time quadratic in m͞2 rather than m͞4. The difference is that transitions directly between the two delay arms are now possible. To go from the ACEB loop to the AFDB loop requires passage through either A or B, however. We enable one extra bounce to achieve this transition, and m is an odd number.
We therefore assign half of our remaining m Ϫ 1 bounces to let light circulate in the ACEB loop ͑the other half of the bounces are saved for the other loop͒. We make the transit time to C longer than to A or B by the time delay increment ⌬ as before. Because one quarter of the m Ϫ 1 bounces can go to C and another quarter to E, we make the transit time to E and back longer by ͓͑m Ϫ 1͒͞4 ϩ 1͔⌬, similarly to the quadratic cell. ͑This does not match the labeling in Fig. 3 ; the difference is explained in Subsection 3.B. The total number of delays using half the total bounces and just the AECB loop ͓compare to Equation ͑1͔͒ is given by
We next assign the delays in the other loop. We choose mirror F to be one time-delay increment longer than Eq. ͑3͒, or the length of a round trip to
is longer than to A or B. We can visit this mirror up to ͑m Ϫ 1͞4 times as well, producing a delay ͑using C, E, and F only͒ of We make the remaining arm D longer than this one, so that
The maximum number of delays is obtained by visiting each mirror ͓͑m Ϫ 1͒͞4͔ times, or Fig. 3 . Quartic cell designed around a MEM with three stable mirror states.
This equation is quartic in ͑m Ϫ 1͒͞4, and we call this device the quartic cell. From Eq. ͑7͒, is m ϭ 17, the number of delays obtainable is N quartic ϭ 624. Each delay mirror is visited up to ͓͑m Ϫ 1͒͞4͔ ϭ 4 times. Table 1 shows the progression of mirrors for some selected delays in the quartic cell. Note that in every case we transfer from one loop to the other with a visit to A after the 8th bounce. We call this extra bounce a transitional bounce. In the next section, we show an alternate design that eliminates this extra bounce at the cost of one delay.
B. Design Eliminating Transitional Bounce
In practice, however, we should do everything possible to reduce the number of bounces. Each bounce in the White cell will increase the loss, increase the required tolerance on alignment, and compound any aberrations such as astigmatism. It turns out that the only time we absolutely need the transitional bounce to A describe in Subsection 3.A is when every delay mirror is traveled to every time ͑the last delay in the table͒. We can, however, obtain every delay up to this one by careful rearrangement of the order in which the mirrors are traveled to, and eliminate the extra bounce. This is shown in Table 2 for m ϭ 16. For example, approximately for the first 100 or more delays, we arbitarily traveled to the ACEB loop during the last bounces, but at delay 124 we needed to go to this loop first, to make sure that there was an opportunity to go through A to get to F.
For the last delay, we cannot travel to the shortest ͑mirror C͒ a fourth time because we have visited every other mirror four times and require one bounce in the null cell to go from one loop to the other. It is possible, however, to travel to mirror C four times as long as some other mirror is traveled to fewer times. In other words, we can obtain every delay up to and including 623⌬. We have given up only one delay, but eliminated one round trip through the cell, a good tradeoff. The mirror assignments for the improved quartic cell are
And the number of delays that can be obtained is In simplifying these expressions ͓Eqs. ͑4͒, ͑6͒, ͑7͒, and ͑9͔͒, we have noted that the coefficients of each term are those of Pascal's triangle.
In the next section we extrapolate these results to higher-order polynomial TTD cells.
Higher-Order Cells
One could continue this process if one had access to MEM mirror arrays with even more stable states. For each additional state, two more White ͑spherical͒ mirrors can be added, increasing the order of the polynomial cell by two. For example, a MEM whose pixels can tip to five different positions could produce an octic cell using ten spherical mirrors. Here we will present two different designs for octic cells, based on two different styles of five-state tip-tilt micro-mirror arrays.
A. Flower-Petal Design Based on Two Quartic Cells with One Transitional Bounce between Them
Let us assume first a MEM whose pixels can tip to five stable positions, and let those positions be flat, and tipped °in each of the East, West, North, and South directions. A TTD device based on this hypothetical MEM is shown in Fig. 4 . We call this configuration the flower-petal design. The connectivity diagram for the flower-petal design is also shown in Fig. 4 . Mirrors A and B again form a null cell: a light beam circulating only between these leaves the cell with a net delay of zero compared to the delay via alternate paths.
The octic cell may be considered to be composed of two quartic cells, one in the East-West plane and the other in the North-South plane. We use two quartic cells of the type that do not use transitional bounces ͑Subsection 3.B͒. We assign Mirrors C, E, D, and F, in the East-West quartic cell, as in Eq. ͑8͒, with two modifications. First, we need to share the total number of bounces among all White-cell mirrors. In the quartic cell there were four mirrors excluding the null cell; here there are eight mirrors that contribute to the time delay. Therefore the basic increment in Eq. ͑6͒ becomes m͞8, where the denominator reflects the number of delay-bearing White-cell mirrors. Second, we enable one transitional bounce to switch from the East-West quartic cell to the NorthSouth one. Thus our counting basis is ͑m Ϫ 1͒͞8, and m is again an odd number.
The mirror assignments for the East-West quartic cell are ͓compare to Eq. ͑8͔͒
From Eq. ͑9͒, we know that the maximum delay obtainable using just these mirrors will be
Thus we make the longest arm, say G, longer than this by one increment:
The maximum delay obtainable using just C, E, D, F,and G is given by Eq. ͑9͒ plus m͞8 visits to G:
The next arm is one greater than this, etc. The remaining assignments are
Note that now the coefficients no longer follow Pascal's triangle.
The maximum number of unique delays that can be produced would be obtained by traveling to each of the eight delay mirrors as many times as possible. Recall that in the improved quartic cell ͑no transitional bounce͒, one could travel to three of the four delay mirrors m͞4 times, but travel to the shortest mirror one time less, to allow a bounce in the null cell to transition from one loop to another. This happens again here in the East-West plane. Because the octic cell can be thought of as two conjoined quartic cells, it will also be true that in the N-S octic cell, one can travel to three of the mirrors ͑m Ϫ 1͒͞8 times but the other one a time fewer. To obtain the highest number of different delays, we choose the shortest mirror in the North-South plane to skip ͑G͒. Thus the total number of delays obtainable in this device would involve ͑m Ϫ 1͒͞8 trips to mirrors D, E, and F in the East-West quartic cell and mirrors J, H, and K in the North-South quartic cell, and ͓͑m Ϫ 1͒͞8͔ Ϫ 1 trips to C in the East-West cell and G in the NorthSouth cell. The total number of delays obtainable with this design can be shown to be
Here we are counting in a base-͑m Ϫ 1͒͞8 system. For a 17-bounce system, ͑m Ϫ 1͒͞8 ϭ 2, and this cell is octic in 2. The total number of delays is 6399, approximately a 10-fold improvement over the quartic cell with a comparable number of bounces.
The mirror progressions for some selected delays are shown in Table 3 for a flower-petal octic cell with one transitional bounce, with m ϭ 17. The mirror assignments are C ϭ 1⌬, E ϭ 3⌬, D ϭ 9⌬, F ϭ 27⌬, G ϭ 80⌬, J ϭ 240⌬, H ϭ 720⌬ and K ϭ 2160⌬.
B. Flower-Petal Design with Extra Transitional Bounces
In developing the cell of Subsection 4.A, we used two strategies. In each quartic arm, we traveled to one mirror one time fewer than the others to enable one bounce in the null cell to allow a transition from one loop to the other. We gave up one trip to mirror C ͑delay of 1⌬͒ and one trip to mirror G ͑a delay of 80⌬ for m ϭ 17͒. It is not of great significance to give up one delay in exchange for one bounce, but we might be more reluctant to give up 80 delays. Thus we can modify the design of Subsection 4.A so that the quartic cell in the East-West plane has no transitional bounce ͑giving up a delay of 1⌬͒, but the North-West cell has a transitional bounce, to allow all possible trips to all delay arms. Also, we enable one transitional bounce to go from the EastWest plane to the North-South plane. This would result in a cell octic in ͑m Ϫ 2͒͞8. If this strategy is chosen, then the coefficients for the term in each of the delays chosen for each delay arm would, in fact, follow Pascal's triangle, and the number of delays obtainable would be Fig. 4 . Flower-petal octic TTD cell is based on a MEM with five stable micromirror tip angles: flat, and degrees to East, West, North, and South. Table 4 shows the key delays with this alternate approach. The assignments are C ϭ 1⌬, E ϭ 3⌬, F ϭ 9⌬, G Ϫ 27⌬, G ϭ 81⌬, J ϭ 243⌬, H ϭ 729⌬, and K ϭ 2187⌬.
It might appear as though the alternate design ͑Table 4͒ is slightly better, because it produces more delays ͑6550 delays in 18 bounces͒, compared to the 6399 delays in a comparable 17 bounces. In practice, however, it is unlikely to make much difference whether one has 6550 or 6399 delays ͑a 4% change͒. The losses in the White cell will, however, accumulate on each bounce, so there is motivation to minimize the number of bounces. Also, fewer bounces mean fewer pixels required on the MEM, and also may ease alignment tolerances somewhat. Furthermore, the lengths of the arms required in the alternate design are slightly larger, increasing the overall size of the device. There is a much stronger motivation than all of these, however. In Subsection 4.D, we show that the MEM can be greatly simplified using the design of Subsection 4.A ͑one transitional bounce͒ compared with the design of Subsection 4.B ͑two transitional bounces͒. Thus the design that uses a single transitional bounce is preferable in most circumstances.
Next we develop another octic cell based on a different style of MEM.
C. Broom Design
Another way of building a 5-state MEM could be imagined, in which the five positions of tiler are all in one plane. Suppose the positions are flat, Ϯ, and Ϯ2. Figure 5 shows how the ten White-cell mirrors could be arranged, splaying out like the straws of a broom. In this arrangement, the connectivity diagram is modified. When a pixel is flat, beams can go from A to B, C to E, D to F, G to J, and H to K. A beam can go directly from D to K if the pixel is tipped to Ϫ, a connection that was not possible in the flower-petal design. The complete connectivity diagram for the broom design is shown in the figure. It can be seen that a much larger number of connections is possible compared with the flower-petal arrangement, and thus the choices of arms lengths will be different, and more delays can be produced for a given number of bounces than in any of the previous designs.
We still count bounces in groups of eight ͑m͞8͒, but now the assignments are
The maximum number of delays that can be produced with the broom design is
The maximum delay in 16 bounces with this design is 6561, compared to 6339 in 17 bounces for the first flower-petal design. Thus the broom design produces essentially the same number of delays in two less bounces.
D. Simplifying the Microelectromechanical Mirror Arrays
By using a MEM having five states instead of three, we were able to go from a quartic to an octic Whitecell based polynomial-style optical TTD device. This improved the capability by an order of magnitude for 17 bounces ͑624 delays for the quartic cell and 6399 delays for the octic cell͒. Still, the increased number of states makes the fabrication of the MEM much more complicated, requiring more mechanics and more leads as well. Furthermore, the maximum tilt angle of a tip-tilt micromirror tends to be limited because of the basic planar technology used in MEM mirror arrays today. Thus a MEM whose five states lie all in one plane ͑as in the broom design͒ will have a smaller difference angle between positions, and thus between pairs of White-cell mirrors. Figure 6 shows how the light beams are diverging from their spots on the MEM pixels, for pixels at opposite ends of the MEM going in two different directions. With a small tilt angle the beams must travel much farther before they are completely separated from beams going in other directions. For example, if the spots are Gaussian with spot size 50 m and wavelength ϭ 1.3 m, the differences in mirror-tilt angles must be at least 9.5°for the beams to separate at all ͑by use of a 2 criterion͒. The tilt must be greater to compensate for separation of the spots on the MEM. This is especially true for a MEM whose dimension d is large, as would be the case for a MEM with a large number of pixels. Larger d increases the minimum distance x to the field lenses, which increases the overall size of the device. ͑Note that it does not put limits on the size of the delays chosen because the delays are the differences between various path lengths, not the lengths themselves.͒ Thus our desire for large MEM tilt angles, to keep the size of the apparatus tractable, can conflict with our desire for a larger number of stable pixel states. From Table 3 for the flower-petal design, however, we observe that, for example, the last half of the bounces are always directed to the East-West loops of Fig. 4 . Thus the micromirrors at the pixels associated with these bounces do not need to be able to tilt to all five positions; they must only tilt to East, flat, or West. Similarly, bounces 1-10 will only require pixels to tip to North, South, and flat. Therefore we can replace the five-state MEM pixels with three-state MEM mirrors, some with their axes of tilt running North-South, and others with their axes running East-West, as appropriate to the row in which they occur.
This technique for simplifying the MEM by orienting three-state mirrors with different axes cannot be used in the alternate flower-petal design of Table 4 . That can be seen most easily in the last row of the table, where we had to alternate between NorthSouth loops ͑ABHK and ABJG͒ and East-West loops ͑ABCE and ABDF͒ to avoid illegal transitions.
The MEM cannot be simplified for the broom design.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have presented several different designs for polynomial-style optical TTD devices based on tip-tilt MEM mirror arrays with various numbers of stable states. Figure 7 shows the number of delays obtainable for the various designs as a function of the number of bounces. Let us suppose our target is 1000 delays. With the simplest, two-state MEM ͑the line labeled quadratic in m͞4͒, we could build a quadratic cell, but it would require at least 124 bounces. With a three-state MEM one can implement a quartic cell and produce over 1000 delays in 20 bounces ͓Eq. ͑9͔͒. The ͑m Ϫ 1͒͞8 flower-petal design ͓Eq. ͑14͔͒, which is octic but can be made with a three-state MEM with mirror axes at varying angles, requires 17 bounces to exceed 1000 delays.
We point out that in the octic cells, one can actually achieve 1000 delays in fewer than the number of bounces shown by designing for all the delays and then simply not using all the possible trips to the longest arm. For example, in Table 3 for the flowerpetal design, even though this table is for a 17-bounce system, one need only travel to mirror H one time, and mirror K not at all to obtain a delay of 1000⌬. Therefore, the first four bounces are not used at all, and arm K does not even have to be constructed. Every delay from 0 to 1000 can be achieved in just 13 bounces. Similarly, the broom device is also octic, and it can do 1000 delays in 12 bounces if the system is designed for 16 bounces ͑the longest arm is again not used͒.
The broom octic cell ͓Eq. ͑17͔͒ and the alternate flower-petal octic cell ͓Eq. ͑15͔͒ require a true fivestate MEM, far and away the most complex. The original flower-petal design ͓Eq. ͑14͔͒ represents the 6 . The greater the pixel tip angle, the closer the field lenses can be to the MEM, and the overall size of the apparatus is reduced. Fig. 7 . Comparison of the capability of the various polynomial cells. The flower-petal design based on ͑m Ϫ 1͒͞8 is a good tradeoff because it produces a large number of delays but can be built with a three-state MEM.
best tradeoff between capability ͑number of delays͒ and MEM simplicity, because it can be built using a three-state MEM instead of a five-state MEM.
The ideas presented in this paper could be extended to MEM mirror arrays having even more stable states. For example, Lucent uses an analog tiptilt micromirror array in their LambdaStar router. 29 The micromirrors of that device can tilt to an arbitrary angle within a certain cone. With access to this MEM, one could in principle add any number of White-cell arms and produce a polynomial cell of arbitrary order. In practice, however, this would not be worthwhile. As discussed in relation to Fig. 6 , we require some minimum separation in angle between MEM states to avoid overlapping of beams. To have a large number of White cells ͑even larger than ten͒ would require a very large cone of possible tilt angles, which is not currently attainable given the planar nature of MEM technology. In any case, the level of complexity involved in building more than 10 Whitecell arms is probably not warranted, because the octic cell of Table 3 can produce 6399 different delays in 17 bounces.
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